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Introduction

• Automatically monitoring eating activity has received significant attention in the
research community

•However, most of the proposed systems require prototype sensors

•We propose a chewing detection system that captures audio from a commercial
bone conduction microphone andmethods to calculate efficient and effective SVM
models and adapt them to the user

Chewing sensor and signals

Chewing detection hardware
• Commercial bone-conduction micro-
phone: housed in an ear-bud inside the
outer ear canal, sampled at 4 kHz

•An android smart-phone
Signal processing
•High-pass FIR filtering with cut-off fre-
quency of 20Hz

• Extraction of a feature vector from over-
lapping signal windows (step = 160 sam-
ples, time domain features length = 400
samples, spectral features length = 800
samples)

–Each feature vector consists of 16 fea-
tures

– Features like fractal dimension and log
of variance are quite discriminative in-
dividually

Figure 1: Themicrophone placement (left)
and the complete detection system (right)
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Figure 2: Histograms of the fractal dimen-
sion (left) and log of variance (right) for the
chewing and non-chewing classes

Figure 3: Steps of the chewing detection system in normal mode

Parsimonious Active Learning Training (PALT)

Given an initial train set T = {(f[i], y[i]) : i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, use PALT to cre-
ate a model with much fewer support vectors (SVs) without sacrificing much of the
model’s discriminative power (instead of directly train an SVMmodelM)
PALT is a repeated process described as follows
• Split initial train set T into train set T0 and development set P0

• Train modelM0 using T0
• ApplyM0 on P0

• Find the l positive and the l negative misclassifications closest to the boundary and
form the set of feature vectors U0

• Set P1 = P0 − U0 and T1 = T0 ∪ U0 for the next iteration of PALT

•After several iterations, the model Mn will have similar performance to M but
much fewer SVs

Figure 4: Example of PALT, steps inside the rectangular are repeated several times in
order to calculate an effective model

Inter-Active Learning Adaptation (IALA)

• Adaptation of a pre-trained SVMmodel to a single user based on inter-active feed-
back requests for ambiguous time intervals

• Can be applied both on directly trained models and on PALT models
• Based on time and SVM score thresholds tthr and sthr

– If SVM score is within [−sthr, sthr] for at least tthr time, user is immediately asked
if she/he is eating

–According to user’s response, the train set is increased by some of the ambiguous
feature vectors and a new model is trained

Figure 5: The detection system with IALA steps inside the rectangular

Dataset

• Recordings from 8 subjects using Invisio M3h microphone
• Recording protocol includes chewing activities consisting of 7 different food types
and common non-chewing activities (e.g. walking, talking and listening to music)

• Ground truth labels assigned based on time-stamps and visual inspection of the
captured signals

• Total duration: 90minutes, prior probability: 0.45 for chewing class

Experimental evaluation

• Cross-Validation (CV) and Leave-One-Subject-Out (LOSO) experiment setups
• Baseline and PALT performance comparison
• IALA method evaluation using both baseline and PALT as base models

Table 1: Evaluation results of cross-validation (CV) and leave-one-subject-out
(LOSO) experiments for baseline and PALT SVMmodels on the entire dataset

Precision Recall F1 score Accuracy SVs
CV baseline 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 33, 552
CV PALT@100 0.83 0.89 0.86 0.87 232
CV PALT@800 0.85 0.90 0.87 0.88 1, 633

LOSO baseline 0.84 0.81 0.81 0.83 31, 152
LOSO PALT@100 0.82 0.79 0.79 0.83 233
LOSO PALT@800 0.81 0.82 0.80 0.83 1, 632

Table 2: Evaluation results of leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) experiments for
IALA, using the baseline and PALT to create the initial model

Precision Recall F1 score Accuracy SVs
LOSO6 baseline 0.84 0.82 0.81 0.82 25, 043
LOSO6 PALT 0.87 0.66 0.72 0.82 1, 633
LOSO6 baseline + IALA 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.83 25, 038
LOSO6 PALT + IALA 0.88 0.80 0.83 0.85 1, 652

Conclusions

•We use active learning techniques for two tasks
–Create and deploy classification models with fewer SVs that requires reduced
computational resources

–Per-user adaptation of the deployedmodel, requiringminimal user feedback, and
leading to increased accuracy

•User adaptationwith IALAhas better performancewhen a PALTbasemodel is used
•Validation on dataset recorded in lab conditions shows inter-subject accuracy of
0.85 for PALT + IALA


